Overall clinical outcomes after nerve and seminal sparing radical cystectomy for the treatment of organ confined bladder cancer.
We assessed postoperative clinical outcomes such as day and nighttime urinary continence and overall sexual function in patients who underwent nerve and seminal sparing cystectomy with ileocapsuloplasty compared with patients after standard cystoprostatectomy with similar orthotopic urinary reservoir. A total of 27 patients (mean age 52 years, range 36 to 61) with superficial high risk or muscular invasive T2 bladder cancer underwent radical nerve and seminal sparing cystectomy with ileocapsule anastomosis. Postoperative clinical outcomes such as urinary continence, voiding patterns and urodynamic parameters were evaluated at 3, 6 and 12 months, while overall sexual function was determined at baseline and at 6 and 12-month followup. Nerve and seminal sparing cystectomy provides better outcomes in terms of urinary and urodynamic parameters compared to standard cystoprostatectomy. Furthermore, fully normal postoperative erectile function and satisfactory overall sexual quality of life were documented at early and delayed followup in all patients. A retrograde ejaculation with reliable sperm retrieval from urine was also documented. Although these findings need to be confirmed in a larger patient population, when respecting rigorous patient selection criteria and careful postoperative surveillance, nerve and seminal sparing cystectomy seems to offer satisfactory clinical and functional outcomes. From an oncological point of view, long-term followup is of paramount importance to confirm whether this surgical procedure can be proposed as a valid choice of treatment for young, fully potent and socially active patients with organ confined bladder cancer.